Building a Future Ready Information Profession

- IT is what counts
- Learning from each other across disciplines
- Our profession is embedded on every industry quality
- Services are delivered differently
- Support and understand how young people approach the librarian work
- Transformation
- We lost track of the first structured information wave
- How fast do we respond?
- We have the responsibility
- Law, ethics, access
- Define
- Ethics, understanding, knowledge management, analysis, insights
- Support leadership
- Sectors
- New
- Code of ethics
- Bridge a gap into sectors
- Knowledge managers
- It’s a profession
- Diversity workforce
- Diversity

Our work is changing
- Workforce getting older
- Must attract new gens
- Recognition from employers
- Are we ready?

Define
- Law
- Skills set
- Information professionals
- As a regulatory institution
- Provide a set of skills
- Mentorship
- Every librarian is a leader
- Be user focused
- A data scientist

In all sectors
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BE A FOREVER LEARNER

Don’t bound

Never go back to be bound to a building

It’s a profession

Diversity workforce

Diversity

Magazine

Love your trainings

We have a shared role
- The bigger you are, the better you will help the profession
- Librarians as change propellers
- Mentorship is good!!
- Polinization of the message
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